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BRUBAKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Rebuttal Testimony of Michael P. Gorman 
 
 
Q PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 1 

A Michael P. Gorman.  My business address is 16690 Swingley Ridge Road, Suite 140, 2 

Chesterfield, MO 63017. 3 

 

Q ARE YOU THE SAME MICHAEL P. GORMAN WHO PREVIOUSLY FILED 4 

TESTIMONY IN THIS PROCEEDING?   5 

A Yes.  On June 11, 2013, I filed direct testimony on behalf of the Illinois Industrial 6 

Energy Consumers (“IIEC”).  IIEC members are substantial users of natural gas 7 

within the service territory of Ameren Illinois Company (“AIC” or “Company”). 8 

 

Response to AIC Witness Robert Hevert 9 

Q AT PAGES 3 THROUGH 5 OF HIS REBUTTAL TESTIMONY (AMEREN EX. 20.0), 10 

MR. HEVERT OUTLINES CHANGES TO TREASURY BOND AND UTILITY 11 

DIVIDEND YIELDS THROUGH JUNE 2013.  DOES THIS INFORMATION 12 

SUGGEST THAT HIS RECOMMENDED 10.4% RETURN ON EQUITY IS 13 

REASONABLE? 14 

A No.  Mr. Hevert, pointing to the changes in Treasury Bond yields and dividend yields, 15 

testifies that my recommended return on equity of 9.10% is “. . . unreasonably low, 16 

especially in light of current economic conditions.”  As shown on my attached IIEC 17 

Exhibit 3.1, Treasury bond yields have increased since I filed my direct testimony, but 18 

gas utility dividend stock yields have actually declined.   19 

As such, my analysis is still based on current market data that reflects the 20 

current cost of equity capital.  21 
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Q PLEASE RESPOND TO MR. HEVERT’S BELIEF THAT THE MARKET HAS 22 

BECOME INCREASINGLY VOLATILE AND CURRENT MARKET COSTS HAVE 23 

INCREASED. 24 

A I agree with Mr. Hevert that the Treasury bond yields have increased since the time 25 

we filed direct testimony.  However, Mr. Hevert is simply ignoring relevant concrete 26 

market evidence that capital market costs for utilities are very low in the current 27 

market.  Indeed, capital market costs have declined since the Commission authorized 28 

AIC’s last 9.06% return on equity.   29 

The evidence put forth in my direct testimony shows the following: 30 

1. Utility stock prices have been very robust over the last five years 31 
supporting utilities’ access to capital under reasonable terms and 32 
conditions. 33 

2. Reasonable access to equity capital is evidenced through the fact that gas 34 
utility stocks have traded at premiums to book value. 35 

3. Utilities’ dividends are affordable, stable and growing.  This is evidenced 36 
by low dividend to book costs, and low payout ratios.  (See IIEC Exhibit 37 
1.6 to my direct testimony). 38 

4. Observable utility bond yields are the lowest level they have been in the 39 
last 30 years.  This is evident from “A” and “Baa” utility bond yield spreads 40 
to Treasury bonds of 1.28% and 2.01%, respectively.  As shown on IIEC 41 
Exhibit 1.15 to my direct testimony, the current utility bond yield spreads 42 
are the lowest over the period 1980 through 2012.   43 

5. Comments by credit rating agencies and the Edison Electric Institute 44 
(“EEI”) clearly denote an expectation of ample access to capital for utility 45 
companies because the market recognizes the low investment risk 46 
outlook, and the market right now sets a premium on low-risk stable 47 
investments.  Regulated utility operations have the investment risk 48 
characteristics that meet this premium demand for low-risk investment.  49 
For all these reasons, Mr. Hevert’s outlook and assessment of current 50 
capital market costs are not accurate and ignore the current low cost 51 
capital market for a utility’s equity and debt security.   52 
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Q DID MR. HEVERT EXPRESS A CONCERN AT PAGE 43 OF HIS REBUTTAL 53 

TESTIMONY (AMEREN EX. 20.0) REGARDING YOUR CONSTANT GROWTH 54 

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW (“DCF”) MODEL? 55 

A Yes.  Mr. Hevert believes that my constant growth DCF results are difficult to 56 

reconcile with prevailing and expected market conditions and far different from recent 57 

authorized returns.  Further, at page 44 of his rebuttal testimony (Ameren Ex. 20.0), 58 

he states that this model is inconsistent with the Illinois Commerce Commission’s 59 

(“ICC” or “Commission”) preferred methodology. 60 

 

Q DO YOU AGREE? 61 

A No.  The results of my constant growth DCF model, contrary to Mr. Hevert’s 62 

assertions, are quite robust.  Specifically, consider the following: 63 

1. The group average and median estimates are reasonably comparable.  64 
This indicates that there is little variation within the group on the current 65 
market cost of capital.   66 

2. The proxy group growth rate is reasonably consistent with long-term 67 
sustainable growth, and the payout ratio estimate for the proxy group is 68 
relatively flat from current to the Value Line three- to five-year projected 69 
period.  All of this strongly indicates the constant growth parameters in this 70 
case are reasonable. 71 

3. The adjusted yield on the proxy group of approximately 3.8% is 72 
reasonably consistent with observable utility bond yields. 73 

I believe the real issue here is that Mr. Hevert simply does not like the fact that 74 

today’s capital market costs are very low for utility investments.  I also note that as I 75 

understand it, the ICC’s recent preference for the multi-stage growth DCF model 76 

relates to uncertainty that analysts’ 3-5 year growth rate estimates have been 77 

reasonably reflective of long-term sustainable growth.  That recent trend in analysts’ 78 

3-5 year growth rates is not a material issue in this case.  Nevertheless, I did offer 79 
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both constant growth and non–constant growth DCF analyses to support my 80 

recommended return. 81 

 

Q DID MR. HEVERT OFFER ANY COMMENTS CONCERNING YOUR 82 

SUSTAINABLE GROWTH DCF ANALYSIS? 83 

A Yes.  He believes that the model is not valid because it is predominantly based on 84 

changing earnings growth derived by changes in the earnings retention ratio.  He is 85 

also critical of the model because it requires an estimate of the earned return on 86 

equity in order to produce a future growth rate estimate.  He further states that the 87 

ICC has previously rejected the use of a sustainable growth DCF model in Docket No. 88 

10-0467.  (Hevert Rebuttal, Ameren Ex. 20.0 at 44). 89 

 

Q PLEASE RESPOND TO MR. HEVERT’S CRITICISM OF THE SUSTAINABLE 90 

GROWTH DCF MODEL. 91 

A The sustainable growth DCF model is a widely accepted academic model.  However, 92 

like all economic structures, the sustainable growth DCF model’s reliability is only as 93 

good as the data used in the model.  In my analysis, I used projected data by Value 94 

Line.  Hence, earnings retentions and earned returns on book equity for publicly 95 

traded parent companies are all based on Value Line projections of the economic 96 

parameters for those companies.  These projected outlooks by Value Line are data 97 

typically used by security analysts to project growth rate estimates.   98 

The basic parameters of the sustainable growth DCF model (as outlined in my 99 

direct testimony) are quite simple.  The model assumes the utility’s earnings will 100 

increase as its invested capital or rate base increases.  There is an intuitive simplicity 101 
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to this model, which makes it particularly useful in producing a common sense outlook 102 

on what future earnings for a utility can be.  103 

  The earnings outlook for utilities is related to invested capital, which fuels rate 104 

base growth, and in turn earnings growth.  The sustainable growth DCF model 105 

produces growth rate estimates based on these very basic transparent fundamental 106 

earnings parameters.  That is, capital expenditures and rate base growth are funded 107 

in part by retained earnings which expand book value per share and future earnings 108 

per share.  109 

  Further, and importantly, Mr. Hevert’s criticism of my sustainable growth DCF 110 

model largely repudiates the construct of his own multi-stage growth DCF model.  In 111 

his multi-stage DCF model, Mr. Hevert projects earnings growth, and develops 112 

dividend projections based on target dividend payout ratios.  His assumption on the 113 

payout ratio is that it will eventually converge to a long-term steady-state dividend 114 

payout ratio.  The fundamental construct of Mr. Hevert’s multi-stage DCF model is 115 

based on the principles of the sustainable growth model. 116 

 

Q DID MR. HEVERT COMMENT ON YOUR MULTI-STAGE GROWTH DCF MODEL? 117 

A Yes.  He had several criticisms of my multi-stage growth DCF model.  Those 118 

criticisms included the following: 119 

1. that my multi-stage growth DCF model assumes a constant payout ratio 120 
over the model horizon; and  121 

2. that my GDP growth rate of 4.9% is inappropriate. 122 
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Q PLEASE RESPOND TO MR. HEVERT’S CRITICISM IN REGARD TO THE USE OF 123 

A CONSTANT PAYOUT RATIO. 124 

A Mr. Hevert did not clearly explain why he believes that I assumed a constant payout 125 

ratio in my multi-stage growth DCF model.  Such an assumption was not an explicit 126 

component of my model.   127 

Nevertheless, the information included in my direct testimony does suggest 128 

that the market participants are expecting only minimal changes to dividend payout 129 

ratios.  For example, as shown in IIEC Exhibit 1.5 to my direct testimony, Value Line 130 

projects a payout ratio for my proxy group to change from approximately 62.5% in 131 

2012 to approximately 56% in the three- to five-year forecast period.  While this is a 132 

modest decline, it is a change from the current payout ratio.  133 

 

Q DID YOU ASSUME A DECLINING PAYOUT RATIO IN YOUR ANALYSIS? 134 

A No, I did not. 135 

 

Q IF YOU WOULD HAVE ASSUMED A DECLINING PAYOUT RATIO IN YOUR 136 

MULTI-STAGE GROWTH DCF MODEL, WOULD THAT HAVE INCREASED OR 137 

DECREASED YOUR MULTI-STAGE GROWTH DCF RESULT? 138 

A If I would have assumed a declining payout ratio in my multi-stage growth DCF 139 

model, my DCF result would have been lower.  This is true because a declining 140 

payout ratio would mean that earnings growth is higher than dividend growth.  This 141 

lower dividend growth rate (rather than the earnings growth rate) would have been 142 

used during the short-term and intermediate-term growth stages of the multi-stage 143 

growth DCF model.  A lower growth rate during the first 10 years of the multi-stage 144 

growth model would have produced a lower DCF estimate. 145 
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  Indeed, Value Line’s projections show that earnings growth is expected to 146 

exceed dividend growth over the next three to five years.  For example, as shown in 147 

IIEC Exhibit 1.5 to my direct testimony, over the three- to five-year period of the multi-148 

stage growth model, Value Line projects that dividends will grow by 4.6%, and 149 

earnings will grow by 7.7%.   150 

Had I separated earnings and dividend growth to reflect a declining payout 151 

ratio as Mr. Hevert suggests, my short-term stage growth rate would have been 152 

lower, and my multi-stage growth DCF return estimate would have also been lower. 153 

 

Q DID MR. HEVERT ALSO TAKE ISSUE WITH YOUR GROSS DOMESTIC 154 

PRODUCT (“GDP”) GROWTH RATE USED IN YOUR MULTI-STAGE GROWTH 155 

DCF ANALYSIS? 156 

A Yes.  Mr. Hevert criticizes my use of a GDP growth rate of 4.9% as opposed to his 157 

GDP growth rate of 5.6%.  This criticism is based on two factors: 158 

1. He asserts that my growth rate was based on Blue Chip Financial 159 
Forecasts, which is only for an 11-year period.   160 

2. He states that I acknowledged in my critique of his Capital Asset Pricing 161 
Model (“CAPM”) study that long-term growth rates could be as high as 162 
7.5%.  Based on this, he believes I was inconsistent in my use of growth 163 
rates for my DCF analysis and the comments I made about his CAPM 164 
return estimates. 165 

 

Q DO YOU BELIEVE IT IS APPROPRIATE TO USE BLUE CHIP FINANCIAL 166 

FORECASTS OF GDP GROWTH OVER THE NEXT 11 YEARS? 167 

A Yes.  While this is not perfect information, it is the best information available that 168 

reasonably reflects investor long-term growth outlooks.  The Blue Chip publication is 169 

a reputable source of data, and represents a consensus of independent economists’ 170 

projections of future GDP growth outlooks.  Further, the consensus economists’ 171 
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growth projections published by Blue Chip Financial Forecasts for the next 10 years 172 

were reasonably consistent with the longer-term real GDP growth projections made 173 

by the Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) and the Congressional Budget 174 

Office.  (See my Direct Testimony, IIEC Ex. 1.0 at 26).  All of this forward-looking 175 

independent market data suggests that The Blue Chip Financial Forecasts is 176 

consistent with market participants’ long-term GDP growth outlooks, and Mr. Hevert’s 177 

non-public estimate used only in his rate of return studies is not consistent with 178 

market participants’ outlooks.  179 

 

Q AT PAGE 49 OF MR. HEVERT’S REBUTTAL TESTIMONY (AMEREN EX. 20.0), 180 

HE SAYS THAT YOU ENDORSE THE USE OF A 7.5% GROWTH RATE IN YOUR 181 

CRITICISMS OF HIS CAPM ANALYSIS.  DOES THIS DEMONSTRATE THAT 182 

YOUR LONG-TERM GDP GROWTH RATE OF 4.9% IS NOT REASONABLE? 183 

A No.  I used the 7.5% as the actual achieved arithmetic capital appreciation return on 184 

the Standard & Poor’s (“S&P”) 500 only to show that Mr. Hevert’s 10.9% expected 185 

growth on the S&P 500 is excessive.  I did not endorse the use of that growth rate for 186 

any other purpose. 187 

 

Q DOES THE HISTORICAL ACHIEVED CAPITAL APPRECIATION ON THE 188 

MARKET SUPPORT THE USE OF A NOMINAL GDP GROWTH RATE AS A 189 

MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE LONG-TERM GROWTH RATE? 190 

A Yes.  This is clearly evident in a review of either the arithmetic return on the capital 191 

appreciation of the market, or a geometric return.  Mr. Hevert finds that the long-term 192 

historical arithmetic growth rate of GDP is 6.48% (Hevert Rebuttal, Ameren Ex. 20.0 193 

at 4).  194 
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  The arithmetic average capital appreciation return on the stock market is 195 

7.5%.  The arithmetic average return does not reflect only the actual historical growth 196 

of the market.  It also includes the historical geometric growth plus a component for 197 

variation in annual returns throughout the historical period.  This variation in annual 198 

return gives a sense of the risk inherent in the historical period.   199 

As a gauge of the sustainable risk adjusted return, it is appropriate to adjust 200 

the annual variation in the arithmetic annual capital appreciation of the stock market 201 

by the annual arithmetic average capital appreciation on Treasury bonds of 0.8%.  202 

Adjusting the 7.5% arithmetic average return on the market, by the arithmetic average 203 

capital market return on Treasury bonds indicates a risk adjusted annual return of 204 

approximately 6.6%.  (1.075 ÷ 1.008).  Hence, on an arithmetic basis, the stock 205 

market risk adjusted capital appreciation return on stocks (6.6%) approximately 206 

equals the nominal growth of the U.S. GDP (6.5%). 207 

  Second, from a geometric basis, the historical return on the market has been 208 

approximately 5.6%.  This 5.6% actual compound annual return on the market is 209 

lower than the annual compound growth of the U.S. GDP, approximately 6.5%.  This 210 

suggests that using the long-term GDP nominal growth as a proxy for sustainable 211 

capital appreciation on stock investments is quite conservative, indeed inflated. 212 

  In sum, my direct testimony listed academic support and investment 213 

practitioner support for use of a GDP growth rate as a maximum sustainable long-214 

term growth rate.  This review of historical stock market, and GDP growth supports 215 

this finding. 216 
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Q DO YOU BELIEVE HISTORICAL GDP GROWTH DATA IS MORE REFLECTIVE OF 217 

INVESTORS’ OUTLOOKS THAN ANALYSTS’ GDP PROJECTIONS? 218 

A No.  Analysts’ projections can capture expectations of changes in the future relative 219 

to what has happened in the past.  For example, in the past the United States has 220 

faced less economic competition from other countries around the world compared to 221 

the current world economy.  Going forward, the United States will compete with major 222 

economies including China, Brazil and Europe.  This world-wide economic 223 

competition is relatively new compared to the historical 80 years of data used by 224 

Mr. Hevert to measure historical real GDP.  The significant change in the economic 225 

competitive structure of the world economy likely will result in different real GDP 226 

growth for the U.S. economy going forward relative to what has been achieved in the 227 

past.   228 

Consensus economists have captured this changed world market structure 229 

and the competitive world economy in their projections of U.S. GDP growth.  230 

Mr. Hevert’s historical review did not capture this change to the world economy.  231 

Hence, I believe analysts’ projections are far more likely reflective of the market’s 232 

view than is Mr. Hevert’s simple historical view. 233 

 

Q DID MR. HEVERT REVISE YOUR MULTI-STAGE GROWTH DCF STUDY? 234 

A Yes.  At page 48 of his rebuttal testimony (Ameren Ex. 20.0) in Table 3, he shows an 235 

adjustment to my multi-stage growth DCF analysis. 236 

  I do not take issue with Mr. Hevert’s proposal to update my analysis.  This 237 

update produces little or no impact on my multi-stage growth DCF return estimate. 238 

However, I do not agree with Mr. Hevert’s proposal to revise my analysis using his 239 

historical based GDP growth forecast of 5.7%.  This growth rate is not consistent with 240 
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the consensus market outlook of future GDP growth.  Further, it reflects real GDP 241 

growth experienced in the past, which does not reflect the greater economic 242 

competition between countries in the world economy today.  Hence, it is out of date, 243 

not reflective of consensus market future outlooks, and inflates my DCF return 244 

estimate. 245 

 

Q DID MR. HEVERT TAKE ISSUE WITH CERTAIN ASPECTS OF YOUR CAPM 246 

STUDY? 247 

A Yes.  While I disagree with his criticisms, I will not provide a detailed response to 248 

them in this case.  For the reasons outlined in my direct testimony, I place minimal 249 

weight on the results of the CAPM study because of the current low Treasury bond 250 

yield environment, and the spreads between Treasuries and corporate bond 251 

securities.  For those reasons, I found it more reliable to not place significant weight 252 

on the results of the CAPM study in this case.  However, I stand by my criticisms of 253 

Mr. Hevert’s CAPM study as being severely flawed, manipulated and not reflective of 254 

investor return requirements. 255 

 

Q DID MR. HEVERT RESPOND TO YOUR FINANCIAL INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT 256 

OF YOUR PROPOSED RATE OF RETURN FOR AIC? 257 

A Mr. Hevert states at page 57-58 of his rebuttal testimony (Ameren Ex. 20.0) that the 258 

credit metrics I developed would support an investment grade bond rating even at a 259 

return on equity of 6%.  He states this calls into question whether or not this provides 260 

meaningful information on whether or not my return on equity will support AIC’s credit 261 

metrics. 262 
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Q PLEASE RESPOND TO MR. HEVERT’S ASSERTION. 263 

A My credit metric calculations in my financial integrity analysis are done after I perform 264 

market-based studies to estimate a fair return on equity for AIC.  Hence, my return on 265 

equity is based on both an assessment of the current market cost of equity for AIC, 266 

and an assessment of whether or not my estimated fair return on equity and capital 267 

structure will support credit metrics that support AIC’s financial integrity.   268 

Mr. Hevert’s assertion that a 6% return on equity will support credit metrics in 269 

the same ratings categories as my 9.10% return on equity recommendation was not 270 

supported by any assessment of what a fair return on equity is for AIC.   271 

Further, Mr. Hevert seems to suggest that the market does not distinguish 272 

among securities or review actual financial ratios, as long as the firms are in the same 273 

ratings category.  That is not true.   274 

A return on equity of 6% simply does not produce a strong credit metric when 275 

compared to my proposed return on equity of 9.10%.  For example, as shown in IIEC 276 

Exhibit 1.13 to my direct testimony, at a 9.10% return on equity, the debt to EBITDA 277 

of 3.3 times indicates “Intermediate” (or less) financial risk than that of a utility with a 278 

“Significant” bond rating.  In contrast, this ratio at a 6% return on equity is eroded to 279 

4.0 times, indicating a lower credit standing.  The same is true to the Funds from 280 

Operations (“FFO”) to total debt.  As shown on IIEC Exhibit 1.13 to my direct 281 

testimony, at a 9.10% return on equity, AIC’s FFO to total debt ratio would be 17%, 282 

which supports an “Aggressive” category metric.  In contrast, at a 6% return on 283 

equity, the ratio drops to 14%, which is much weaker for this rated category.   284 

The only meaningful information that is produced by Mr. Hevert’s calculation 285 

of these ratios at a 6% return on equity is that there is some flexibility in maintaining 286 

these financial ratios, proving a point that is inconsistent with AIC’s insistence that 287 
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nothing less than its 10.4% return on equity recommendation will preserve its 288 

financial integrity.  Nevertheless, my recommended return on equity of 9.10% 289 

provides AIC an opportunity for achieving strong credit metrics, which will strongly 290 

support its investment grade bond rating, and also provide AIC fair compensation.  If 291 

the return on equity is set at 6% (which no one has recommended in this case), the 292 

ratios might still be satisfied for that ratings category, but only marginally.  293 

 

Q MR. HEVERT ALSO CRITICIZES YOU BY SUGGESTING HIS 18-MONTH BETA 294 

ESTIMATE IS REASONABLE GIVEN YOUR RELIANCE ON BLUE CHIP 295 

FINANCIAL FORECASTS OF TREASURY YIELDS TWO YEARS OUT.  PLEASE 296 

RESPOND. 297 

A Mr. Hevert’s 18-month beta estimates are based on a relatively short period of time 298 

(18 months) to estimate the variability of company stocks relative to the overall 299 

market.  This time period is too short to produce statistically significant beta estimates 300 

and significant contrast.  My use of Blue Chip Financial Forecasts’ Treasury bond 301 

yields two years out is based on the consensus of professional analysts’ estimates of 302 

what those bond yields would be over that time period.  The analyses used by 303 

professional analysts include study periods that they believe to be appropriate to 304 

make the forward forecast of bond yields.  There is no evidence that they rely on only 305 

short-term market data to make these yield projections.  It is reasonable to expect 306 

that they consider all data needed to produce reliable estimates of forward capital 307 

market cost.  Mr. Hevert’s suggestion that his use of an exceptionally short historical 308 

period to measure his beta is comparable to methods used by independent analysts 309 

to make short-term bond yield forecasts is without merit.   310 
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Q HAS MR. HEVERT PROVIDED ANY ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTING HIS 311 

PROPOSED FLOTATION COST ADJUSTMENT IN THIS PROCEEDING? 312 

A No.  Mr. Hevert is still proposing a flotation cost adjustment he has not shown to be a 313 

known and measurable expense for AIC in this case.  Common stock flotation 314 

expenses can be accounted for, shown to be reasonable, and proven to be a 315 

necessary cost of service.  Indeed, AIC can incur flotation costs on its own or its 316 

parent company can incur flotation costs if it sells stock to the market, and uses the 317 

proceeds to invest in AIC.  In either case, flotation expenses can be tracked, 318 

accounted for, and shown to be reasonable.  AIC has not done so in this case.   319 

AIC can also increase its common equity balance without incurring common 320 

stock flotation expenses.  This can be done by retaining earnings at AIC, or receiving 321 

equity infusions from its parent company that are funded by parent company internal 322 

sources of funds.  Also, Ameren Corporation can issue debt securities, and use those 323 

debt funds to make equity infusions in AIC.  In such cases, a debt issuance would not 324 

result in Ameren Corporation incurring common stock flotation expenses. 325 

  Because there are numerous options for securing additional common equity 326 

capital at AIC, it is critical to accurately account for AIC’s common stock flotation 327 

costs and to show they are known and measurable, and reasonable.  Without such a 328 

demonstration, no adjustment to AIC’s return on equity should be allowed for flotation 329 

costs.  330 
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Q IN SUPPORT FOR HIS PROPOSED FLOTATION COST ADJUSTMENT, 331 

MR. HEVERT REFERS TO A 2009 EQUITY ISSUANCE FOR AIC.  PLEASE 332 

RESPOND. 333 

A Mr. Hevert uses a 2009 equity flotation cost percentage of 3.082% and states that is 334 

within the range of flotation cost percentages for recent equity issuances of his 335 

electric utility proxy group companies.  He then applies this general estimate of 336 

flotation costs to his revised proxy groups to derive a 14 basis point flotation cost 337 

adjustment for AIC’s Electric Operations and a 12 basis point flotation cost 338 

adjustment for Gas Operations.   339 

  Mr. Hevert’s flotation cost adjustment, while recognizing only one AIC equity 340 

issuance, does not accurately measure or identify AIC’s historical common stock 341 

flotation costs.  Rather, he has simply made a general flotation cost adjustment 342 

estimate from a past issuance and argues it is reasonable for AIC’s future test year 343 

case.   344 

  An actual accounting of AIC’s flotation cost would show all public flotation cost 345 

expense incurred by AIC since it has been in operation. It would also show the 346 

historical regulatory treatment of those expenses.  While Mr. Hevert may not agree, 347 

flotation costs can actually be expensed to cost of service.  Those costs could be 348 

carried as a permanent reduction to common equity on the balance sheet.  However, 349 

I am aware of no commonly accepted standard regulatory practice for flotation costs.   350 

  Therefore, it is AIC’s burden to show how its regulators have treated its 351 

historical flotation costs, and prove that its proposed treatment in this case is 352 

consistent with historical cases, and reasonable.  Mr. Hevert has failed to offer this 353 

proof.  354 
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Capital Structure 355 

Q DID AIC WITNESSES TAKE ISSUE WITH YOUR PROPOSED ADJUSTMENT TO 356 

THE CAPITAL STRUCTURE? 357 

A Yes.  AIC witnesses Mr. Martin and Mr. Stafford took issue with my proposal to 358 

reduce common equity by the full goodwill asset value of $411 million.  Mr. Stafford 359 

argues that the proper adjustment would have been to reduce common equity by 360 

$356 million.  He suggested the $356 million adjustment is the appropriate total 361 

purchase accounting net adjustment to common equity.  He also states that the full 362 

effect of purchase accounting adjustments on common equity has been consistently 363 

adopted by the Commission.  (Stafford Rebuttal, Ameren Ex. 17.0 (Rev.) at 21-22). 364 

 

Q DO YOU AGREE WITH MR. STAFFORD THAT THE AMOUNT OF THE TEST 365 

YEAR GOODWILL ASSET SHOULD BE ADJUSTED TO REFLECT A PRE-TEST 366 

YEAR PURCHASE ACCOUNTING ADJUSTMENT? 367 

A No.  I think this is inappropriate for the following reasons: 368 

 Mr. Stafford’s proposal to use a pre-test year accounting income statement 369 
adjustment to reverse changes in the retained earnings balance (common 370 
equity) actually recorded in the test year is inconsistent with traditional 371 
ratemaking practices.  AIC should comply with accounting rules and protocols 372 
to ensure its test year books and records reliably reflect its test year cost of 373 
service.    374 

 AIC’s proposal in this case is inconsistent with goodwill adjustments in the 375 
Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”).  EIMA that governs electric 376 
utilities requires that in setting rates for electric utilities the common equity 377 
component of the capital structure should be reduced by the amount of 378 
goodwill asset recorded on the test year books and records.  As such, any 379 
pre-test year accounting should not be reversed in measuring AIC’s test year 380 
cost of service.   381 
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BRUBAKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Q WHY SHOULD THE AMOUNT OF THE TEST YEAR GOODWILL ASSET BE USED 382 

TO REDUCE THE COMMON EQUITY FOR DEVELOPING AIC’S TEST YEAR 383 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE? 384 

A Test year books and records should be used to measure AIC’s cost of service in this 385 

rate filing.  Hence, the actual amount of goodwill recorded in the test year books and 386 

records establishes whether any component of the common equity capital recorded in 387 

the test year is, or is not, used to support AIC’s investment in utility plant and 388 

equipment in the test year.   389 

  The test year capital structure should reflect AIC’s capital actually being used 390 

to support its test year rate base.   391 

  The test year amount of common equity that is supporting the test year 392 

recorded goodwill asset is not capital that is used to support AIC’s test year rate 393 

base.  In measuring AIC’s test year cost of capital that supports its rate base, the full 394 

amount of common equity supporting the test year goodwill asset should be removed 395 

from the test year capital structure.   396 

  Simply speaking, the actual amount of capital supporting the test year rate 397 

base does not include the common equity supporting the goodwill asset recorded on 398 

the test year books and records.  It is irrelevant whether or not there are other 399 

purchase accounting adjustments recorded before the test year, that may have also 400 

been related to acquisitions. 401 
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BRUBAKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Q DO YOU BELIEVE MR. STAFFORD’S PROPOSAL TO MODIFY THE TEST YEAR 402 

ACCOUNTING RECORDS TO REFLECT PRE-TEST YEAR INCOME 403 

STATEMENTS RELATED TO PURCHASE ACCOUNTING IS APPROPRIATE? 404 

A No.  I am assuming that AIC has made all accounting entries and transactions 405 

consistent with generally accepted accounting principles.  Mr. Stafford now wants to 406 

restate the test year books and records to reverse accounting entries that were made 407 

in prior periods.  As such, he is manipulating test year accounting data in order to 408 

modify the cost of service in the test year that is no longer  based on test year 409 

financial statements.  I believe this is inappropriate. 410 

  In significant contrast, I propose to rely on the test year books and records, 411 

and remove the amount of common equity supporting the goodwill asset, under the 412 

premise that this common equity supporting the test year goodwill asset is not being 413 

used to support AIC’s investment in test year utility plant and equipment.  This is a 414 

straightforward concept, and is generally consistent with using reliable financial 415 

statements that are completed in conformance with generally accepted accounting 416 

principles (“GAAP”).  Relying on financial statements developed in conformance with 417 

GAAP is necessary to be able to reliably measure the utility’s cost of service during 418 

the test year. 419 

  Mr. Stafford’s proposal, on the other hand, ignores the needs for reliable 420 

accounting statements that reflect accepted GAAP in order to measure the test year 421 

cost of service.  His proposal creates significant uncertainty about whether the test 422 

year accounting schedules can reliably be used to measure AIC’s test year cost of 423 

service.  For all these reasons, Mr. Stafford’s proposal to not remove the full amount 424 

of common equity supporting the full amount of test year goodwill from the test year 425 

capital structure should be denied. 426 
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BRUBAKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Q WHY DO YOU BELIEVE AIC’S PROPOSAL TO NOT REMOVE THE ENTIRE 427 

GOODWILL ASSET IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE NEW FORMULA RATE FOR 428 

ILLINOIS ELECTRIC UTILITIES? 429 

A The EIMA allows Illinois electric utilities to choose to adjust rates based on the 430 

formula rate process.  The implementation of this law reduced AIC’s investment risk 431 

according to credit rating agencies.  The EIMA states as follows: 432 

Reflect the utility’s actual year-end capital structure for the applicable 433 
calendar year, excluding goodwill, subject to a determination of 434 
prudence and reasonableness consistent with Commission practice 435 
and law.1 436 

 

Q IS THE EIMA APPLICABLE TO ILLINOIS GAS UTILITIES? 437 

A No.  This law was not intended to apply to Illinois gas utilities.  Nevertheless, the 438 

EIMA has positively impacted AIC’s credit rating as I outlined in my direct testimony, 439 

even though it requires that the utility capital structure exclude goodwill. 440 

 

Q DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY? 441 

A Yes, it does. 442 
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1The Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(2). 


